Mobile Enforce™

Mobile Enforce™ enables businesses to implement a next generation notice issuance system. The product
comes with flexible deployment options, enabling owners and managers to implement seamlessly with their
existing policy, back-office systems, equipment and mobile workers in mind. A simple self-service management
portal enables powerful operational control and auditing resulting in a feature-rich yet cost-effective system.

What does Mobile Enforce™ do?
Mobile Enforce™ enables you to implement a simple and efficient handheld notice issuance system for your enforcement
workers. The system can be easily connected to a variety of portable printers and payment devices. As enforcement needs
differ, the product comes with flexible deployment options enabling owners and managers to implement it to their exact
needs.

Features of Mobile Enforce™
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Android App for smartphone and tablet: no special equipment is needed.
Multiple mobile printer support such as Seiko, Brother and Zebra.

Real-time notice issuance to the back-office giving you faster processing and efficiency.

Robust and redundant so no data is ever lost even when a mobile device runs out of battery or has no network signal.
Configurable notice templates.

Two-way messaging for accurate and secure information exchange and real-time communication.
Comprehensive event auditing enabling notice analysis and review.

UK business day software support as standard with optional 24/7 support.
Optional payment integration for handling on the spot payments.

Benefits of Mobile Enforce™
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Real-time notice issuance made simple to match your exact requirements.
Integration with existing back-offices systems.

Web-based, hosted and self-service resulting in low cost of ownership and operational cost.

Easily extendable with flexible architecture enabling rapid creation of new services as you want.

Why Mobile Worker Plus?
Mobile Worker Plus is a software company specializing in Business to Employee (B2E) solutions focused on field worker
safety, productivity and real-time reporting.
With a strong background in Mobile and Apps we have been working with a wide variety of customers across multiple
market sectors since 2005. Our flexible framework and large portfolio of Apps covers most standard requirements and is
agile enough to be tailored to cover any unique business process. We are committed to continually evolving and working
with our partners to ensure relevance in what is becoming a more connected and automated world.
Info: makeworkhappen@mobileworkerplus.com
Sales: sales@mobileworkerplus.com
Telephone: +44(0)330 0220 697
www.mobileworkerplus.com

